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Dates to Remember:
2008 Fall Conference,
Oct 12-14, Mariners Landing, Smith Mountain Lake;
2009 YPC Spring Conference, March 6-7,
Great Wolf Lodge, Williamsburg; 2009 PIA
Convention—June 28-30,
Hotel Roanoke; 2010 PIA
Convention—June 27-29,
Williamsburg Lodge;
2011 PIA Convention—
June 26-28, VA Beach;
2012 PIA Convention—
June 24-26, Hotel Roanoke.

ston, VA. One, two or three bedroom condos are available starting at $130/night. These units
have kitchens with refrigerators; private decks, HDTVs, fireplaces and are nicely furnished. See
rooming details. We strongly recommend
counted room block is fully reserved. The
“early bird” discounted registration fee
continues until October 1.
CE programming includes VA Laws
and Regs; Ethics; Basics of Premium Financing; Essentials of Textile Restoration,
and E&O Loss Prevention. PIA’s Conference registration and Trade Fair begins
Sunday afternoon, Oct. 12, at 4 p.m. on the lower level of Mariner’s Landing. Register online at
www.piavadc.com today or call 804-264-2582. You can register for everything at one low price
or you can pick and choose any CE classes and functions as you wish from the a la carte menu.
Note that this year, the E&O class is on Tuesday afternoon and is a repeat of the class held in
2007. Don’t forget to bring your sunscreen and sunglasses. If the 90+ degree weather repeats
this year at Mariners Landing, you’ll want to spend time in the pool and on the lake, as well as on
the golf course. Call PIA today for details.

Attachments this month:

NCCI Filings for VA & DC
Educational Opportunities
Scholarship Applications
Fall Conference Program
Fall Conference Registration

Need Markets? Don’t forget Business Links - PIA’s carrier guide for members at:

http://www.piavadc.com/MembersOnly/BusinessLinks/tabid/70/Default.aspx
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Annual Virginia I-Day scheduled Oct 9 in Richmond
The Virginia I-Day Corporation’s annual

Professional Insurance

Virginia I-Day Conference is scheduled for

Agents Association of

Oct. 9 at the Richmond Marriott Downtown

Virginia & District of

at 500 East Broad St. in Richmond. The day

Columbia, Inc.

-long event, which features continuing edu-

8751 Park Central Drive
Suite 140
Richmond, VA 23227
804/264-2582
www.piavadc.com
PIA insider is our official
monthly e-news publication; free for members of
PIAVA/DC; others $225/

cation and networking opportunities for
agents from all over the state, begins at
7:30 a.m. includes a lunch and concludes
by 1:30 p.m. Registration is $50 and may
be submitted at the event's Web site. The
Virginia I-Day Corporation exists to foster
interaction within the Insurance industry;
provide a forum for the exchange of ideas, and to encourage insurance education for those individuals in the industry or preparing for a career in the industry. Proceeds will fund an annual
scholarship awarded to a Virginia college student studying insurance and business.

year. Statements of fact
and opinion in PIA publications are the responsibility of the authors and
do not imply an opinion or
position on the part of
PIA officers or members.
Participation or publication
in PIA publications and
activities is available on a
non-discriminatory basis
and does not reflect
PIAVADC endorsement.
Agents should use due
diligence in choosing companies and products.
PIAVADC is not responsible for data used in advertisements. Insurers that
advertise may not be licensed in VA and DC or be
seeking agents in all areas.
Contact PIAVA/DC for advertising rates and data.
Inserts available to members.
Publisher: Dennis Yocom
Advertising: Carol Throckmorton
Contributors: Nancy Kilb, Lori
Lohr, Jeannie Powell and Lori
Reed.
Photos: Kim Harwood, CISR.

Low Country Boil big success for PIA Edu Foundation
This year, PIA’s Education Foundation tried
something new in its annual efforts to raise funds
for scholarships to assist young insurance agents
and individuals pursuing an insurance career. The
result was a Low Country Boil and Music Festival
sponsored by PIA’s Young Professionals Council
and PIA’s Education Committee on August 21 at
PIA Richmond. More than 100 tax-deductible donations were received for PIA’s 4th annual charity event. The event featured great live music by
Exit 28, and an array of Cajun foods including jambalaya over rice; grilled oysters; 50 gallons of
low country boil with corn, potatoes, hot andouille sausage, boiled shrimp, clams, and mussels,
plus spicy grilled chicken quarters and too many desserts to count. Special thanks to Grillmaster
Gerald Hemphill and assistant Lori Hemphill for countless contributions; Scott and Kim Harwood
for acquiring fresh food and the boiling gear; Don Meincke for a grill; Emily Farmer and Connie
Beekman for brownies; President Ken Daveler for bartending; and Connie Boyd, Dana Lang, Beth
Botset, Cole Tucker, Alan and Peggy Place and the PIA staff for help with set-up and clean up.
Special thanks to sponsors and donors: Rob Green with Rob’s Glass Works; Brad Dalton with Edward Jones Investments; PIAIS; Tucker Franklin Agency; GFH Insurance Agency; Joan Doré and
Utica National - Richmond Office.
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PIA opposes HR 5840 as a federal power grab
Congress is back in session, and PIA has extended its grassroots campaign against the
Insurance Information Act (HR5840). There is no other insurance association that is more
steadfast in opposition to federal regulation of insurance than PIA. The backers of HR5840
can be expected to attempt to ram it through the House and the Senate with little or no additional deliberation during this session, which is expected to last just a few weeks because
of the desire to adjourn for campaigning. They are attempting to convince Congressional
leaders that there is "industry consensus" on this legislation – except there is not. HR5840
is a bill that started out to create an insurance information office and has been changed to
enable federal regulation of insurance. Its title is a misnomer, and it’s designed to undermine the authority of the states to regulate insurance businesses.
We urge you to again contact your Member of Congress and let him or her know that
Main Street insurance agents oppose HR5840. You can send a message easily by simply logging on to http://www.pianet.com/GRASSROOTS.
During this short congressional session, we ask that you stand by for any Grassroots
calls from PIA that will be marked "URGENT." We will send these if we need an added push
to key legislators, as this bill's supporters continue to try to "grease the skids" for it.
Several state commissioners of insurance have sent letters to Congress opposing or expressing grave concerns about HR5840. The Maine Commissioner said that HR5840 could
"fundamentally erode" state insurance regulation. Nevada’s Commissioner told Congress,
HR5840 would disrupt the insurance marketplace in Nevada and place the state's insurance
consumers at risk. The Wisconsin Commissioner expressed opposition to HR5840, saying the
bill grants the U.S. Treasury Secretary new powers to substitute his views of insurance regulation for the laws and policies of the states, and do so in an unaccountable manner. Ohio’s
Commissioner warned of inadequate steps to defend the state-based system, saying "I’m
concerned that if we do not come together to find practical advocacy solutions that will protect consumers in all of our states — right now — we will merely be standing on the sidelines
while states are stripped of their authority to oversee their insurance markets and protect
their residents.”
The National Conference of Insurance Legislators (NCOIL) has written every Member of
Congress detailing its opposition to HR5840 and advising that this bill should not be "fasttracked" or packaged together with other insurance bills. The Property Casualty Insurers of
America (PCI) still has concerns about the bill's preemption provisions and hasn't formally
endorsed it. And as you're aware, PIA is also opposed to this bill.
MEANWHILE BACK AT OFC: Backers of the Optional Federal Charter have trotted out two
“professors” to release a “study” designed to undermine the arguments of OFC opponents.
This “study” is funded by the groups backing OFC. Here’s the spin from the pro-OFC folks
and their paid professors: an optional federal charter won’t hurt state economies. In fact,
they say, it might help some states.

Short Takes
Northern Neck Insurance
Company has long been a
strong supporter of PIA, particularly its young agents
programs. We salute NN as a
Silver Sponsor of our 2008
Convention which included
daily newspaper delivery to
all participants. NN was
omitted from last month’s
sponsor list. Many thanks.

Agency Appraisals
& Evaluations…
are a speciality that reflect
current marketing conditions in
a concise, factual, experiencedriven format. Knowledge is
power & power is knowledge.
Edward D. Curry, President,
TMMC, Inc., 757/486-9610 or
e-mail ecurry1012@cox.net
Job Searchers

Charlottesville agency needs
CSR/PL part-time/full-time. Call
Beth at 434-295-5191. CSR
needed in Roanoke, experienced, VA-licensed. Call Randy at
540-366-0613, ext. 217; Need
marketing rep for VA; CSR in
Richmond, and cash processor in
Richmond. Specialty Insurance,
Contact Dan Burns 804-2671528, ext. 102; Part-time
agency receptionist/office
worker needed, VA p/c li-

Here are the facts: According to the U.S. Department of Commerce, insurance companies
paid $15.4 billion in premium taxes to the 50 states in 2006, the most recent year for
which figures are available. Premium taxes accounted for 2.2 percent of all the taxes collected by the states in 2006. NCOIL says an OFC would lead to loss of the state premium
tax. OFC supporters counter that the OFC legislation currently pending before Congress
(S40; HR3200) preserves the rights of states to collect premium taxes. But will it?

censed, PL exp. helpful in Rich-

Shortly before the OFC bill was introduced in May 2007, the widely circulated draft of S.
40 contained a provision for funding a proposed federal insurance regulator by siphoning off
taxes currently collected to fund the existing state regulatory system. The subsection de-

- F’burg; 3+ yrs w/ license. Con-

Need a CSR?
Contact PIAVA/DC - Our
next ISR Academy is July
2009 in Richmond —
Call 804/264-2582 or email Lori@piavadc.com to
get more details today!

clared states would be prohibited from assessing not just premium taxes, but any state
taxes on federally chartered insurers unless
they credited the companies’ state tax liability
with amounts equal to the sum of all fees paid
to the federal regulator. When the press noticed this and wrote about it, the provision was
hurriedly withdrawn. The provision still sits in a
drawer in an office on Capitol Hill, waiting to
be attached at the last minute to OFC legislation (or, for that matter, to HR5840)

mond. Call Lee at 804/355-3017.
Exp’d Agency CSR seeks Richmond employment, company
exp’d. Call 804-652-0131 Commercial p/c producer needed
tact rbaughman@pomsassoc.com
Accountant/Systems Admin VA Beach. Exper’d. Manage finances & troubleshoot agency
computer. Ex benefits. Contact:
conniek@ wareinsurance.com;
Philadelphia Ins Co seeks Richmond Marketing reps -call 610766-3109; Licensed p/c agent
seeks Richmond work - call 804840-4102.
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Workers Compensation group trusts– E&O friend or foe?
By Curtis M. Pearsall, CPCU, AIAF, Utica Mutual E&O VP
To start off, what exactly is a WC
Group Trust? Per the NY State Ins Department web site, a Group Trust is “a
group of employers who perform related activities in an industry who
agree to be jointly and severally liable for the payment of workers’

These trusts are typically managed by an administrator
whose duties include, among other things, underwriting, loss
control and claims. It is common for the administrator to handle multiple trusts and essentially, the goal of the administrator
is to manage these trusts like an insurance company. They
collect the premiums, issue the policies and pay claims. They
produce financial statements on an ongoing basis.
While they may look like an insurance company, there are

compensation benefits to the em-

many differences that are important to note and these differ-

ployees of the employer members by

ences can create certain pitfalls to placing coverage with a WC

contributing to a trust, the assets of

trust. As hard as many insurance departments try, they often-

which may exceed the liabilities, out of which benefits

times find themselves unable to truly evaluate the quality and

are paid. The group deposits with the Chair of the WC

financial well being of these trusts. Actually in reviewing the

Board a minimal deposit of securities or a surety bond in

financials of WC Trusts, they are somewhat different than your

an amount set by the Chair of WC Board”. For many years, typical company financial. While carriers and trusts both
workers compensation trusts have been in existence and have

carry a line item for Surplus (essentially assets minus

been providing this coverage to businesses in many states.

liabilities), with WC trusts, it is not uncommon to find

Although I do not have a count on the number of trusts in exis- this line item at $0 or an actual deficit. Are they paying
today’s claims out of today’s premium? A very legitimate questence, it is fair to say that it is substantial.
As an agent when dealing with your customers on their WC
coverage, you have the option of placing their coverage in a
variety of ways, among them the traditional insurance company mechanism, another dealing with these WC trusts.

tion. When WC trusts encounter financial difficulty, they have
the option of assessing each of their members an amount necessary to improve their bottom line. It is critical that if you
have placed any of your accounts with a trust, that they truly
understand that this potential exists.
It appears that at this period in the marketplace, there
are many WC trusts that are in significant financial diffiContinued on page 6

Every agency wants to save money.
When you meet any one of the criteria listed below, a 5% credit is applied to your premium – up to a maximum of 10%
credit. There is no minimum premium threshold for an account to be eligible for the credit, which will be applied after the
application of any schedule rating modifiers. The criteria must be met every year for the credit to be continued.
The criteria are:
1 Enactment of an annual exposure analysis program.
2) At least 60% of the agency staff achieve recognized designations: CIC, CISR, CPSR, ACSR, CPCU, etc.
3) Attendance at an approved E&O seminar within the last 15 months or within the first 30 days after inception
date… including CIC Agency Management; CISR Agency Operations; Dynamics of Service or PIA Insurance Services E&O
Loss Prevention Seminar.
4) All required* staff attend a PIAVA/DC-conducted in-house E&O/Loss Prevention Seminar including all internal CSR employees as well as the principle or office manager of the agency.
Qualification by size
Of agency

1-3 staff size
1 principle/office manager or CSR
4-10 staff size
1 principle/office manager and 1 CSR
11-20 staff size 1 principle/office manager and 2 CSR
21+
20% of staff
Call PIA Insurance Services, 804-264-2582 or e-mail LReed@piavadc.com

WC Trusts your friend?

Cont’d from page 5

culty. It is important to understand that like Insurance
Companies, WC trusts have been declared insolvent from
time to time. Another difference is that there is no State
Guaranty Fund protection for Trusts so if one is declared
insolvent; there is no state mechanism to bail them out.
The recourse is that the members of the trust are assessed.
In the definition of WC Trusts, the phrase “joint and several” was included. This is a legal obligation that the members assume where they may be liable for the payment of
the total judgment (and costs) even if that party is only
partially responsible for losses inflicted. I am personally
aware of a trust that has been declared insolvent in the
amount of $36 million and the insured has received an interim assessment of $529,000! The possibility for future

Most E&O policies exclude the insolvency of WC Trusts
so it is important to understand that this is a responsibility
that you could be personally assuming.
There are many well run trusts. Taking the necessary
steps to identify whether the trust that you are considering
is among them is the key.

08 Hurricane losses growing
This year may rival 2005 as the most
costly hurricane season, according to
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu. With early
loss estimates from Hurricane Gustav
topping $10 billion, Hurricane Ike could
cost insurers as much as $25 billion making it the second

assessments still exists.

most expensive storm in history since Hurricane Katrina cost

If you are the agent for a business that has or is considering placing your account with a trust, here are a number of
items that you should consider:

caused $60 billion in insured losses in 2005.

How long has the trust been around?
Does the administrator have a solid track record with
managing these trusts?
Has the trust ever assessed their members?
What do the current financials look like…just because the
trust was solvent at one point, it does not mean
that they are in solid financial condition today
What type of loss control is in place?
Does the Ins Dept have any knowledge of issues involving
the trust
Does the insured truly understand what their responsibilities are by placing their WC coverage in a trust?
There is an agreement that the insured needs to
sign – be certain they totally understand it.

$41 billion in 2005. Hurricanes Katrina, Rita and Wilma
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Virginia & DC news you can use

version of The Insurance Essentials Handbook: Property &

For your year-end 2008 CIC planning, there is a Per-

lines (Auto & H/O) and commercial lines CGL, CP, WC and

sonal Lines CIC in Roanoke Oct. 22-25 and the final CIC of

Business Auto. This is a ready reference for training new

the year is at PIA-Richmond, Dec. 3-6. Contact

employees and helps those switching from personal lines to

Carol@piavadc.com, call 804-264-2582 or register on line

commercial lines and vice-versa. To order, contact

now at www.piavadc.com.

Lori@piavadc.com or call 804-264-2582.

PIA’s next Lunch’n’Learn on Sept. 18: Collision Dam-

DC news— DC Council primary election results: Low
turnout and an unusually high volume of write-ins characterized yesterday’s primary election. With 134 of 143 precincts
reporting, all but one of six Councilmembers up for reelection will be on the November ballot. Long-time Councilmember Carol Schwartz (R) lost her bid for a fifth term to
Patrick Mara (R), who received substantive backing from the
business community - notably the DC Chamber and the
Board of Trade, both reportedly frustrated by the paid sick
leave initiative that Schwartz had moved through her committee. Mr. Mara will face challengers in November from Independents and Statehood Green candidate David Schwartzman. Here are the preliminary outcomes:

age Waiver vs. Auto Insurance – Good, The Bad and The
Really Ugly—With Robin Federici, CPCU, AAI, ARM, CPIW.
This program is designed for anyone and everyone who works on
either personal or commercial
auto policies. Rental car agreements can open up a number of “coverage gap” issues not
fully addressed by auto policies. This course will review just
what are our insured's are agreeing to when signing these
contracts and how our current auto policies address the
contractual responsibility. The program will begin with a
review of some current rental agreements and then compare what coverage is granted by the personal and commercial auto policies. To register follow this link on your
browser: DC/VA: Teleconf. only | w/CD-ROM or call Carol at
804-264-2582 for more details on this and all upcoming
Lunch’n’Learn sessions.
PIA Career Center opens on PIA website at
www.piavadc.com. Post your job vacancies or post your
resume, it’s easy and it’s free.
2009 PIA Calendar Discounts available from Mines
Press –check your mailbox for a special PIA Member benefit. A 10% discount on personalized 2009 calendars should
watch for the offer from PIA’s calendar partner, The Mines
Press. Through Sept 15, 2008, a variety of calendar products are available to PIA members at a 10% discount and
can be printed with your agency’s logo and PIA logo. Visit
www.minespress.com.
BOI implements Sircon for States Sept 16 in VA. The
SCC’s Bureau of Insurance introduces Sircon for States, a
fully hosted, web-based system currently in use in 17 other
states, that will allow insurers to conduct much of their BOI
business electronically.
Fundamentals of P&C Insurance updated. The National
Alliance Research Academy has published an updated, 7th

Casualty Insurance. The 304-page book analyzes personal

Alexander
Ward 7 (D)
66% of the vote;
Barry
Ward 8 (D)
78% of the vote;
Bowser
Ward 4 (D)
75% of the vote;
Brown
At-Large (D)
100% of the vote;
Evans
Ward 2 (D)
65% of the vote;
Schwartz
At-Large(R)
45% of the vote;
Mara
At-Large(R)
55% of the vote.
Del. Eleanor Holmes Norton (D) was unopposed.

What you should know before selling your agency
By Rick Dennen, President, Oak Street Funding

Before taking that scary plunge to sell your agency—
whether you’re looking to retire or just relieve yourself of
financial responsibility—do your homework. If you don’t,
you could face even tougher financial pressures, not to
mention strained relationships with carriers, personality
conflicts with the new owners, and other hassles.
Though the buyer may have more at stake financially,
you, as the agency being acquired, can have your plans of
cash infusion, growth, continuity of management and other
goals squashed in a hurry. So before you sell, take these
steps:
1. Evaluate buyer’s financial stability
Demand full disclosure of financials, how the money will
be raised, including the lending source and how the transaction will be closed. Be sure there’s proof of funds to support the buyer’s ability to pay. Ask to see the term sheets
of the buyer’s loan documents. And make sure a commitment letter is signed so the deal will go through with no
surprises.
This step is critical, since the most common reason for

5. Don’t forget the intangibles
As the seller, you can be totally satisfied with the other
party’s financial stability, the longevity of accounts, relationships with carriers, number of producers and other factors—and the deal could still be a disaster. That’s why you
need to look at the intangibles. If you plan to remain a part
of the agency, do you each have the same management
style? Do you each handle pressure the same way? How
about the way each of you deal with carriers? And most
importantly, are you convinced that the other agency has
good people? Use your gut feeling to answer this last question.
About the author
Rick Dennen, founder, president and chief executive officer
of the Indianapolis, Indiana-based Oak Street Funding
(www.oakstreetfunding.com), has more than 20 years’ experience in accounting, finance, business development,
business evaluation and deal structuring. Formerly, he was
Senior Manager for Deloitte & Touche, LLP. Oak Street
Funding offers commission-based lending to insurance
agents, helping them achieve various goals, such as expansion, growth, succession planning and a capital source to

failure is inadequate cash flow, blamed for 70% of unsuc-

sell an existing book. Oak Street has established a free

cessful acquisitions. Some owners underestimate the cost

online exchange for potential agency buyers and sellers

of not only buying another agency but the cost of doing

(www.osfagencyexchange.com). For more information, call

business in a now-larger agency. Plus, they don’t plan for

866.625.3863 or e-mail us at osf@oakstreetfunding.com.

contingencies or the unexpected, such as how to keep the
business running smoothly so sales continue coming in.
2. Determine if buyer’s goals are aligned with your goals
Re-examine your goals for selling and see if the buyer
can meet them. For example, if you’re counting on the
buyer’s capital to upgrade technology, hire more support
staff or fund a new marketing campaign, be sure the buyer
is willing to invest in the agency’s future.
3. Clarify management structure

NFIP re-up expires Sept 30
As Congress returns for a shortened pre-election session
that may only last a few weeks, one of the many items to be
resolved is renewal of the National Flood Insurance Program
(NFIP). Authorization for the program is set to expire September 30.
PIA National has been advised by FEMA that they began
work last week on emergency rules and instructions for WYO/

As an agency principal accustomed to your own maninsurance producers on what will happen to NFIP busiagement style, you need to be comfortable with the buyer’s ness should Congress fail to at least provide a one-year reauway of running the shop. This is important for you and for
thorization.
your employees who for years have worked under you.
4. Negotiate price based on several factors

Background: In May, the U.S. Senate passed legislation (S.
2284) that would extend the NFIP through 2013, phase in actuarially sound rates for nonresidential and nonprimary residences,

Negotiate the purchase price based on factors that in-

and forgive the NFIP's debt, estimated at nearly $18 billion. The
clude multiples of revenue and earnings before depreciation bill also creates an executive branch overseer to police "Write
and amortization. Then determine whether it should be a
Your Own" insurers, as well as an expert commission that will
stock buy or an asset buy (more common with acquisitions report to Congress on ways to address the availability of catasof smaller agencies). Typically, this preliminary price will be trophe coverage in high-risk areas.

agreed upon subject to due diligence.
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The Un-Comfort Zone

What’s pushing your buttons?
By Robert E. Wilson, Jr.

tune in 1967) for the rest of her life, if she would leave her

What motivates you? That's the question I'd like to ask in this house to him in her will. According to the actuarial tables, it
inaugural column on motivation. Are you motivated by fame, was a great deal. Here was an heir-less woman who had surfortune or fear. Or is it something deeper that fans the flames vived her husband, children, and grandchildren. A woman
who was just biding her time with nothing to live for. That is
inside of you. Perhaps you are like Jeanne Louise Calment
whose burning desire enabled her to do something that no

until Raffray came along and offered up the "sucker- bet" that

other human being has done before. A feat so spectacular

she would soon die. It was motivation enough for Jeanne,

that it generated headlines around the globe, got her a role in who was determined to beat the lawyer. Thirty years later,
Raffray became the "sucker" when he passed away first at
a motion picture, and landed her in the Guinness Book of
World Records. A record that has yet to be beaten.
Jeanne Louise, however, did not initially motivate herself.

age 77.
When asked about this by the press, Calment simply said,

It was someone else who drew the line in the sand. But, it

"In life, one sometimes makes bad deals." Having met her

became a line she was determined to cross.

goal, Jeanne passed away five months later. But on her way
to this end, she achieved something else: at 122 years old,

In motivation, we talk about getting outside of one's com-

she became the oldest person to have ever lived.

fort zone. It is only when we are uncomfortable that we begin
to get motivated. Usually to get back into our comfort zone as
quickly as possible.

In future articles, we'll examine further the ways in which
motivation works. How to motivate ourselves, our employees,
customers, volunteers, friends, loved ones and children. I

Born into the family of a middle-class store owner, Cal-

would like to get your feedback on which of these areas of

ment was firmly entrenched in her comfort zone. At age 21

motivation are of most interest to you. I’d also like to hear

she married a wealthy store owner and lived a life of leisure.

your stories of how you may have overcome adversity and

She pursued her hobbies of tennis, the opera, and sampling

what pushed you to go the distance. Please email me with

France's famous wines. Over the years, she met Impression-

your suggestions and stories.

ist painter Van Gogh; watched the erection of the Eiffel
Tower; and attended the funeral of Hunchback of Notre

Robert Evans Wilson, Jr. is a motivational speaker and hu-

Dame, author, Victor Hugo.

morist. He works with companies that want to be more competitive and with people who want to think like innovators.

Twenty years after her husband passed away, she had
reached a stage in life where she had pretty much achieved

For more information on Robert's programs please visit
www.jumpstartyourmeeting.com.

everything that she was going to achieve. Then along came a
lawyer. The lawyer made Jeanne Louise a proposition. She
accepted it. He thought he was simply making a smart business deal. Inadvertently he gave her a goal. It took her 30
years to achieve it, but achieve it she did.
Are you willing to keep your goals alive for 30 years? At
what point do you give up? Thomas Edison never gave up,
instead he said, "I have not failed. I've just found 10,000
ways that won't work." Winston Churchill during the bleakest
hours of World War II kept an entire country motivated with
this die-hard conviction: "We shall defend our Island, whatever the cost may be, we shall fight on the beaches... in the
fields and in the streets... we shall never surrender."
Many of us give up too soon because we set limits on our
goals. Achieving a goal begins with determination. Then it's
just a matter of our giving them attention and energy.
When Jeanne Louise was 92 years old, attorney François
Raffray, age 47, offered to pay her $500 per month (a for-

Standard form nixed for E&S
In case you missed it, in May, 2008, the BOI sent
you a notice withdrawing Administrative Letter 1995
-4: Use of Automobile Standard Forms. The BOI
determined that surplus lines insurers; risk retention
groups not chartered in VA, and licensed insurers
transacting insurance business with risk purchasing
groups not domiciled in VA are only required to use
Virginia automobile standard forms if the insurer, on
behalf of its insured, files an SR-22 or FR-44 with the
VDOT in order to comply with Virginia’s financial responsibility laws.
In short, surplus lines insurers are no longer required to use Virginia standard auto forms. This means
agents should double-check the coverages offered in
policies written with non-admitted carriers as they may
vary now.

